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How will you be remembered?

“This is a very complicated
world, it's a very noisy world.
And we're not going to get the
chance to get people to
remember much about us...so
we have to be really clear on
what we want them to know
about us.”
~ Steve Jobs, 1997

@mpaynknoper

Who’s leading the conversation?

What’s in a hand?

Social Media = Influence
Leadership = Influence, per John Maxwell
Leadership + Social Media = Mass Influence!

#AngusConvention

Today’s Social World
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Community Conversations

The Connected Customer

Conversations about Agriculture

Social business leadership

1. Know your purpose.
2. Build a community around
your purpose.
3. Serve that community as
a resource.

Earning the right through heart work

1. Listen
2. Engage in conversation
3. Educate

Top 10 to Farm Your Social Community
1. Listen
2. Share best practices
3. Engage in conversation
4. Participate in a community
5. Converse from ag perspective
6. Get answers to problems
7. Find information instantly
8. Monitor trends & thought patterns
9. Expand your world
10. Have fun!

@mpaynknoper
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Ground Rules for Your SM Experience

People Centric Social Strategy

• Engage in community
• Equip through acting as
a resource
• Empower by serving the
greater cause

•
•
•
•

Be authentic & transparent.
Know your purpose in social media.
Build a community around your purpose.
Understand that your updates are a novelty to 98.5% of
U.S. population.
• Expand beyond ag; test messages and ideas in new
circles of connections.
• Engage in conversation with your community.
• Don’t waste time on negative conversations.

Connecting with the Right People

• Who are you targeting?
• What tool is most likely to be effective?
• What are they interested in?
• How can you serve as a resource?
• What terms and tags will help you speak their language?
• Where can you leverage their interests?

Images in agriculture
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Grower Profile: Facebook
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What’s the business value to a farm?

Facebook: Culture Changer
The Social Landscape…

• Launched on February 2004. Top social networking site.
Most visited site.
• There are more FB users than there are cars.
• Half a million comments posted every 60 seconds.
• 54% of monthly users access it on mobile device.
• 7:45:49 = time spent per person per month on Facebook.
• Rivals Google as gateway to major sites such as Yahoo,
MSN – people now search web differently.
Source: FB, The Social Skinny, Forbes

Making the Most of Facebook
• Feed: Information from the people, groups and pages with
whom you’ve connected.

Facebook vs. Twitter
• Facebook = who you know
• Twitter = what you know + who knows you

• Personal Profile: Individual information, protected by
privacy settings. Think phone book listing.

• Twitter’s energy created through immediacy of message

• Groups: Public, private or secret, easily send messages,
interact. Think listserve.

• Real power is in strategic employment of both tools
through building a community

• Pages: Company, organization, celebrity pages for people
to “like.” Think website.

• See http://twitter.com/followfarmer or http://agchat.org
for partial listing of agricultural community on Twitter.
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Twitter: Global Conversation
• Free service based upon tweets, text-based posts of up
to 140 characters in length. Founded in 2006.
• Think information snowball where your ideas attract more
ideas; search #agchat for example of this.
• 70% of businesses ignore complaints on Twitter, yet 630
million people had smart phones in 2012.
• Approximately 200 million tweets daily
• 41.7% of unique visitors to Twitter are 35-49 years old.
• Measuring number of tweets has been difficult because
nearly 2/3 of tweets are sent through third-party tools.

Re-framing Twitter
• Look at Twitter as a global cocktail party; you get to
decide which conversations are interesting.
• It’s as much about listening as it is about talking, just as
you would in any conversation. Twitter is an idea
exchange.
• Keywords and hashtags determine which rooms you go
to in the party – and who begins following you.
• Third party management tools act as filters, silos and
schedulers. e.g. Tweetdeck or Hootsuite

140 Character Microblogging?

Snapshot of Twitter Power
Retweet

(This is what 140 characters look like. You can offer

Tweet

Retweet

Retweet

an opinion, add a URL, give an update from your
farm. RT, @ or add a tag e.g. #agchat.)

Retweet

Retweet
Retweet

@Mention

Typical Stages
1. Sign up and think it’s a stupid fad.
2. Find info that piques your interest, but not sure you
really “get it.”
3. Build your community, use tags & find new connections.
4. Feel obligated to give information back to community.
5. Realize the power of messaging in your community and
their community, harness that power for your cause.
6. Become addicted. Tweet from tractor, toilet &
telephone.
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Twitter Terminology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tweet: Message
@name: User or tweeter
Tweeps: People in your community
DM: Direct message (like e-mail)
@ reply: Public message to designated user
RT: Re-tweet, similar to a forward
Unfollow: Act of dropping tweeps
Hashtag (#): Defined subject area to collage
Block: Not allowing follower
Tweet-up: Meeting of tweeters (usually live)
Chat: Streaming conversation
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Power in #AgChat Community
•
•
•
•
Question from @rosstucker, Women's
Wear Daily Writer/editor covering denim,
textiles and trade.
“Why was I under impression pig manure
didn't break down or something? #cityfolk
RT @foodprovider Apply organic pig
manure to fields today”

Building Your Community
• Look at communities of those you respect for ideas of
who to follow.
• Follow new followers back!
• See http://twitter.com/followfarmer or
http://www.dataforag.com/NEWtoFollowFarmer.htm
• Twubble (http://crazybob.org/twubble) will identify those
you should follow, Twitseeker is another tool to find
tweeps with similar interests, http://www.twitseeker.com.
• Tweetadder is an advanced tool to manage followers.
• Watch RTs for additional interesting tweeps to follow

Video Voice
• Be genuine: Let your identity shine, keep
it brief and establish rapport.
• Relate through story-telling. Consider
getting attention through premium offers.
• Support your pitch. Clearly illustrate the
value you’re bringing to the table.
• Finish with a great call to action.
Convert social followers into real-life
clients.

•
•

Moderated streaming conversation Tuesdays, 8-10 p.m.
15,000+ people from 15 countries on four continents
have participated since April 7, 2009.
125+ ag tweeps discuss topic suggested by the
community through 1500-2500 messages.
Meeting point for ag & connecting platform with
consumers.
Observe by going to http://tweetchat.com
AgChat Foundation launched April 2010 to empower
connected communities of agvocates.

YouTube: Driving a Generation
• Started February 2005, bought by Google in October
2006.
• 48 hours of video uploaded every minute daily! More than
1 billion videos/day.
• Jamie Oliver’s Pink Slime and Food, Inc. shows video
impact.
• Videos on animal rights and environmentalism both
increase about 30% per month.
• Channels and subscriptions can help manage your
interests, connected to other pieces of social media hub.

What’s Your Social Roadmap?
Tool:
Goals:

Timeline:
Tool:
Goals:

Timeline:
Tool:
Goals:

Timeline:

15 minutes per day for three weeks!
Source: Social Media Today May 2013
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mpk@causematters.com
http://facebook.com/causematters
http://twitter.com/mpaynknoper
http://instagram/mpaynknoper
Let’s also connect on Linkedin, Google+,
Pinterest, YouTube, or Blab
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